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About This Game

A dead world's dream is a challenging retro platformer.

From your sky island's home, travel to diversified areas and progress in a non-linear way.
Energy cells  will allow to boost the portal to reach further away places, while rare species  brought back to your biologist

friend will allow to unlock capabilities.

Face the challenges with the proven die and retry method, or carefuly analyse your surroundings.

If this is just a walk in the park and fairness is not your style, try the hard mode and regret trying.

 Good luck!
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This is one of my favourite games! The last updates were great, I can't wait to see what else is coming.
. Pretty fun game - Slow start but worth it. One of the easier Artifex Mundi games, but it looks pretty, has voice acting and is
still a fun game to boot. Some of the items you had to look for in the scenes were a bit archaic, but most were easy to find. The
puzzles/minigames had a nice variety to them, though none were terribly difficult, and the story was passable. It was fun for a
play through like every one of this companies games have been. It's also easy to pick up and play for a half hour and then leave
or just let run in the background, which is why my playtime is a bit higher than others. All in all, definitely worth playing
through if you're a fan of the other Artifex Mundi games.. Think beam NG, Garry's mod and Kerbal Space program rolled into
Legos. Nice art and story. I think A Dead Worlds Dream is a pretty neat platformer honestly. Its nothing to write home about,
but I would not dismiss it as bad.. Very nice and different dynamic,
and amazing soundtrack!
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Nice Addon if you enjoy electronic music. It's pretty interesting, haven't played it indepth yet but shows lots of promise.. I have
tried to like this game. I was drawn to it as the idea seemed to have some charm but the controls are pretty bad and the running
sequence in chapter 3 is buggy. I lost all patience with this game a few times and really cant recommend it.. Hi, I'm lesbiab and I
approve this VN.
Scherza's route was the bomb.. Graphic: Good

Image format: Good - 1920x1080 (I wish 3840x2160)

Multiplayer local: Very good - 2 player (I wish to play double 2 player vs 2 npc)

Career mode: Very good (I wish to change the difficult level)

Game physics: Very good – possible to play very tactically
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